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Abstract

Ovarian cancer cell motility and invasiveness are prerequisites for dissemination, and largely 

account for cancer mortality. We have identified an actionable kinase, spleen tyrosine kinase 

(SYK), which is keenly associated with tumor progression in ovarian cancer. Here, we report that 

active recombinant SYK directly phosphorylates cortactin and cofilin, which are critically 

involved in assembly and dynamics of actin filament through phosphorylation signaling. 

Enhancing SYK activity by inducing expression of a constitutively active SYK mutant, SYK130E, 

increased growth factor-stimulated migration and invasion of ovarian cancer cells, which was 

abrogated by cortactin knockdown. Similarly, SYK inhibitors significantly decreased invasion of 

ovarian cancer cells through basement membrane matrix in a real-time transwell assays and in a 3-

D tumor spheroid model. SYK inactivation by gene knockout or by small molecule inhibition 

reduced actin polymerization. Collectively, the results reported here identify a new mechanism by 

which SYK signaling regulates ovarian cancer cell motility and invasiveness, and pinpoint a target-

based strategy to prevent or suppress the advancement of ovarian malignancies.
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Introduction

Acquisition of motility and invasiveness during tumor evolution are essential for cancer 

dissemination and metastasis. Developing these new features endows tumor cells with the 

ability to dissociate and migrate out of the primary tumor, perhaps in response to 

environmental cues, and to invade the surrounding normal tissue and angiolymphatic space.1 

Cancer cell motility in response to environmental stimuli is a highly-regulated process that 

involves sensing of chemical signals in the environment and transmission of the signals to 

initiate and regulate the polarized assembly of actin filaments.2 Although the biophysical 

properties of actin subunit assembly have been well-studied, how environmental cues trigger 

nucleation and polarized assembly of actin filaments in the tumor cell context remains 

poorly understood.3–7

To date, genome-wide analyses have revealed the molecular landscapes of major types of 

primary human cancers; however, there remain a lack of therapeutic actionable targets for 

preventing or controlling metastasis. One approach that may expedite the discovery and 

clinical relevance of such molecules would be to identify and characterize kinases that 

regulate polarized assembly of actin filament in motile cells, and to clinically evaluate 

readily available, small compound inhibitors to target these kinases. In a recent proteomic 

analysis, we identified spleen tyrosine kinase (SYK) overexpression in recurrent ovarian 

cancers, and found that SYK expression was associated with a less favorable chemo-

response to paclitaxel/platinum-based combination therapy.8 Importantly, SYK has been 

implicated in the actin dynamics pathway, as several of its kinase substrate proteins are 

involved in modifying the actin cytoskeleton.

SYK is a non-receptor tyrosine kinase that mediates signal transduction of cellular 

transmembrane receptors, including immunoreceptors and integrins.9 Upon activation of 

these receptors through ligand binding, e.g., antigen on B cell receptor, the receptor-

associated SRC family kinases in proximity to SYK phosphorylate SYK at Tyr525 and 

Tyr526 in the activation loop of the kinase domain, resulting in enzymatic activation of 

SYK.10, 11 Activated SYK signaling is essential for tumor cell proliferation and survival in 

B-cell malignancies.12, 13 The pro-survival functional role of SYK in cancers of epithelial 

origin are also beginning to be recognized.14–17 SYK can be targeted through inhibition of 

its enzymatic activity, and importantly, orally active SYK inhibitors Fostamatinib (R788, 

prodrug of R406) and entospletinib (GS-9973) have been tested in clinical studies for 

treatment of rheumatoid arthritis and hematological malignancies.18–21 These compounds 

are relatively safe, with mild but reversible side effects in patients. The availability of 

clinical-grade inhibitors would facilitate the translation of SYK target-based therapy in 

ovarian cancer patients. With these considerations in mind, this study was undertaken to 

elucidate the function of SYK in promoting tumor advancement, and to test the capacity of 
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pharmacological inhibition of SYK signaling to prevent or suppress the tumor progression 

processes.

Results

Active SYK promotes migration and invasion of ovarian cancer cells induced by epithelial 
growth factor

To examine the phenotypic consequence of SYK activation in human tumor cells, we 

established a Tet-Off tetracycline-regulated gene expression system in an ovarian cancer cell 

line, SKOV3, which displays low endogenous SYK expression.8 The system permits 

expression of the constitutively active SYK mutant, SYK130E, under tight temporal control 

of doxycycline, a derivative of tetracycline.

Migration assays started 48 h after the removal of doxycycline, a point at which SYK130E 

expression was evident from a GFP tracking signal. Growth factor (EGF)-induced motility 

was monitored using a live-cell time-lapse imaging system. Induced expression of SYK130E 

(−Dox) resulted in more cells migrating toward increasing growth factor concentration 

(Figure 1A), but did not affect velocity of movement compared to non-induced cells (+Dox) 

(Supplementary Figure 1A). Movements of SYK-expressing cells were more directed, as 

reflected by significant increases in the calculated directness index (Figure 1B, p=0.0021) 

and in the x-axis Forward Migration Index (xFMI) (Figure 1C, p<0.0001). These data 

suggest that the presence of active SYK in the tumor cells stimulates the activation of 

directed motility, a phenotype frequently associated with invasive tumors.

Next, we assessed whether inhibition of SYK by a small molecular tyrosine kinase inhibitor, 

R406, blocked chemotaxis induced by growth factor. Based on the trajectories of the imaged 

cells, it was evident that R406 markedly reduced cell motility and displacement of SKOV3 

cells from their original locations (Figure 1D). Calculated parameters from these trajectories 

indicated that R406 treatment significantly reduced the velocity of the cells (Figure 1E, 

p<0.001), and reduced the accumulated distance traveled (Supplementary Figure 1B, 

p<0.001). Furthermore, the addition of R406 to SKOV3 cells with induced expression of 

SYK130E abrogated EGF-induced directional movement (Supplementary Figure 2A). The 

calculated xFMI, cell movement velocity, and accumulated migration distance were 

concomitantly decreased (Supplementary Figure 2B, p<0.002).

We also assessed the potency of invasion in SKOV3 tumor cells with or without induced 

SYK130E expression using an electrical impedance-based technique, which performs real-

time monitoring and quantification of EGF-induced tumor cell invasion through the 

extracellular matrix-coated gold microelectrode array. As cells attach and spread on the 

electrode surface, electron flow at the electrode-solution interface is impeded. The 

magnitude of impedance is displayed as delta cell-index, reflecting the number of cells 

invading through the extracellular matrix. In the presence of EGF, active SYK130E-

expressing mutants exhibited an increased rate of cell invasion compared to cells without 

induced SYK130E expression (Figure 2A, p<0.001). In contrast, in the absence of EGF, 

ectopic SYK130E expression did not lead to increased cell invasion, suggesting that active 

SYK-mediated invasive behavior is dependent on EGF (Figure 2A). Moreover, inhibition of 
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SYK signaling by R406 significantly blocked EGF-induced invasion (Figure 2B, p<0.001). 

We also examined wild-type SYK (SYKWT) under the same Tet-Off expression system, and 

showed that consistent with data obtained from the kinase active 130E mutant, ectopic 

SYKWT expression also increased the degree of cell invasion, although to a lesser extent 

compared to the changes observed in the SYK130E cells (Supplementary Figure 3A).

SYK directly phosphorylates cortactin and cofilin-1, and SYK inhibition reduces cortactin 
phosphorylation and tumor invasion in spheroid models

In a previous SILAC-based proteomic study, we found that actin-associated proteins, 

cortactin (CTTN) and cofilin (CFL1) were potential substrates of SYK.8 Both cortactin and 

cofilin are actin-binding proteins that participate in promoting actin nucleation and assembly 

during cell motility, and have a central role in the development and maturation of 

invadopodia, which are actin-driven protrusive structures in invasive cancer cells that 

degrade the extracellular matrix.22–25 Therefore, we tested whether these two actin-

associated proteins were directly phosphorylated by SYK. In vitro kinase assays were 

performed by incubating recombinant SYK protein with its potential substrate protein. We 

observed that SYK readily phosphorylates cortactin (CTTN, Figure 2C) and cofilin (CFL1, 

Figure 2D) in the presence of ATP, as detected using an antibody specific for 

phosphotyrosine. Moreover, by measuring the conversion (consumption) rate from ATP to 

ADP in these kinase reactions, we found a linear increase in ADP production concomitant 

with the increased amounts of phosphorylated cortactin and cofilin (Figure 2E and 2F).

Inhibition of SYK by three different SYK inhibitors, R406, Entospletinib, and GS9876, all 

reduced pCTTN (Y421) in ovarian cancer cells (Figure 3A). In a complementary study, in 

SKOV3 cells with induced expression of SYK130E, we found a concomitant increase in 

cortactin phosphorylation on Y421 (Figure 3B). SYKWT induction also increased levels of 

pCTTN (Y421), although to a lesser extent compared to the levels in SYK130E expressing 

cells (Supplementary Figure 3B). We were unable to perform a similar experiment for 

phospho-cofilin because of the lack of an appropriate phosphotyrosine site-specific antibody. 

In SKOV3 SYK130E cells, siRNA-mediated knockdown of CTTN (Figure 3C–3E) or CFL1 

(Figure 3C and 3F) suppressed their invasive capacity, further highlighting the role of active 

SYK in mediating EGF-induced invasion through CTTN and CFL1.

Next, we examined SYK inhibitor (R406) in a 3-dimensional cell culture system using 

collagen matrix-embedded tumor spheroids derived from the ovarian cancer cell lines 

SKOV3 and OVISE (Figure 4A and 4B). R406 treatment significantly reduced the number 

of radially invading cells in both the SKOV3 model (Figure 4A and 4C) and the OVISE 

model (Figure 4B and 4D). R406 treatment did not significantly affect proliferation of 

SKOV3 (Figure 4E) or OVISE (Figure 4F) cells in the tumor spheroid cultures, excluding 

the possibility that the decrease in cell invasion was due to reduced cellular proliferation. In 

contrast to SYK inhibition, induced expression (−Dox) of SYK130E active mutant in 

spheroid cultures resulted in increased invasiveness compared to SKOV3 cells without 

induced expression of SYK130E (+Dox) as quantitated by measuring Hoechst33342 

fluorescent intensity of invading cells (Supplementary Figures 4A and 4B).
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SYK activity affects cortical F-actin intensity

To further understand the mechanism of invasion promoted by activated SYK, we examined 

the localization of pSYK (Y525/526), a surrogate of active SYK, in OVISE ovarian cancer 

cells, which express a relatively high level of endogenous SYK.8 We found that pSYK 

immunofluorescence signals co-localized with F-actin (Figure 5A), raising the possibility 

that pSYK enzymatic activity may regulate actin and/or actin-associated proteins. Because 

SYK co-localized with F-actin and promotes cortactin and cofilin phosphorylation, we 

examined whether changes in SYK expression levels or kinase activity would alter F-actin 

staining intensity, architecture, and distribution in cells. Both SYK knockout and ectopic 

expression models were employed. SYK knockout markedly reduced F-actin intensity and 

disassociated cortical F-actin compared to SYK wild-type cells (Figure 5A), while ectopic 

expression of the constitutively active SYK130E mutant (−Dox) led to a prominent F-actin 

structure (Figure 5B). To corroborate this finding, we examined cell populations on a high-

throughput cell imaging platform (htCIP) using a previously reported method.26 This 

method permits the rapid extraction of high-content information from individual cells, 

including cellular and nuclear morphology. The assay also provides accurate intensity 

measurements at the single-cell level. F-actin staining intensity was reduced in OVISE SYK 

knockout cells in comparison to the wild-type cells which express endogenous levels of 

SYK (Figure 5C and Supplementary Figure 5A). Treatment of SKOV3TR and MPSC1TR 

ovarian cancer cells with SYK inhibitor (R406 or Entospletinib) phenocopied the SYK 

knockout (Figure 5D and Supplementary Figure 5B). The SKOV3TR and MPSC1TR 

paclitaxel resistant cells were used in these experiments because of the high endogenous 

SYK expression relative to their parental counterparts.8 Furthermore, serum starvation of 

cells overexpressing active SYK130E mutant resulted in higher F-actin intensity than cells 

without SYK130E induction (Figure 5E and 5F).

We also performed confocal image analysis of F-actin staining and SYK130E-GFP on the 

SKOV3 spheroid cultures with induced expression of SYK130E-GFP and found that F-actin 

filament and SYK130E-GFP signals at the invasive edge of the spheroid were co-localized 

(Supplementary Figure 4A–C). To understand localization/organization of SYK and 

cortactin, we also performed pSYK (Y525/526) and pCTTN (Y421) immunohistochemistry 

on the formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded SKOV3 spheroid cultures. The staining of pSYK 

(Y525/526) and pCTTN (Y421) were pronounced and co-localized at the periphery and 

invasive protrusion structures of SKOV3 spheroids with induced SYK130E expression 

(−Dox). On the other hand, diffuse staining of pSYK and pCTTN were found in SKOV3 

spheroid cultures without induced SYK130E expression (+Dox) (Supplementary Figure 4D).

SYK affects EGF-induced polarized actin assembly

Actin leading edge protrusion depends on continuous actin nucleation and assembly as the 

initial step to navigate and promote directional cell migration.27 In this study, we assessed 

whether SYK mediates actin leading edge protrusion using Total Internal Reflection 

Fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy to image ovarian cancer cells transfected with LifeAct-

RFP as a biosensor for F-actin.28, 29 This technique allows visualization of cytoskeletal 

dynamics on the basal plasma membrane of the cell. We analyzed fluorescence images and 

calculated the protrusion dynamics in isogenic pairs of OVISE SYKKO and SYKWT cells in 
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the presence of the motility stimulant, EGF (Supplementary video 1–3). While OVISE 

SYKWT cells expressed endogenous levels of SYK, SYK expression in the OVISE SYKKO 

cells was completely eliminated (Supplementary Figure 5A). Although the cell adherent area 

remained stable in unstimulated cells, EGF stimulation caused a rapid increase in adherent 

area in OVISE SYKWT cells and to a lesser extent in OVISE SYKKO cells (Figure 6A, 

p<0.001). R406, a SYK inhibitor, largely suppressed the EGF-stimulated effect in wild-type 

cells. On the other hand, SYK130E expression caused a rapid increase in cell area upon EGF 

stimulus in comparison to cells without SYK130E expression (Figure 6B, p<0.001, 6C, and 

supplementary video 4–6). The effect of SYK130E expression was reduced by R406 

treatment. Furthermore, CTTN knockdown also reversed the effect of SYK130E as compared 

to control siRNA transfected cells (Figure 6D, p<0.001). These data suggest that CTTN is an 

important mediator of the effect of active SYK in modulating actin cytoskeleton.

Discussion

This study describes a new role for the SYK signaling pathway in promoting directional 

cancer cell migration and invasion, a fundamental step in cancer dissemination and 

metastasis. Upon growth factor stimulus, SYK mediated a serial biochemical event including 

alterations in the assembly and dynamics of actin filaments and formation of polarized actin 

protrusion filaments. Our results showed that two of the actin-associated proteins, cortactin 

and cofilin, which involved in cell movement were directly phosphorylated by SYK. 

Additionally, SYK inhibition resulted in reduced cell motility and reduced invasion in tumor 

spheroid models at a concentration of inhibitor that did not affect cell viability or cell 

growth. Collectively, our results support future investigation to evaluate clinical-grade SYK 

inhibitors for treating advanced cancers.

As a non-receptor tyrosine kinase in normal cells, SYK signaling can be triggered by 

environmental stimuli, e.g., pro-inflammatory signals and extracellular matrix, through an 

interaction with cell membrane receptors including B cell receptors and integrins.9 However, 

it is still unclear which environmental cues stimulate SYK signaling in malignant cells. Our 

data showing that EGF growth factor potently stimulated SYK-mediated directional 

migration and invasion in cancer cells indicates that, in human malignancies, SYK may be 

one of the key cellular meditators responding to changes in tumor microenvironment. 

Therefore, future studies are needed to identify environmental factors, such as growth factors 

and cytokines, which may trigger SYK signaling in cancer cells.

The SYK phosphorylation sites in cortactin and cofilin have been identified previously, and 

can be regulated by other kinases.22–25, 30 These specific phosphorylation sites in cortactin 

and cofilin are critical for cell motility, operating through actin dynamic modification and 

filament assembly.24, 25 Considering the role of cortactin and cofilin in actin regulation, and 

the effect that tyrosine phosphorylation of these two proteins has on cell migration status,
24, 25 all the data point to a functional role of SYK in regulating cell migration, likely 

through direct phosphorylation of cortactin and cofilin. Although SYK-mediated 

phosphorylation of cortactin and cofilin is our preferred interpretation of the observed SYK 

activity on cell motility and invasion, other potential mechanisms should also be considered. 

For example, SYK may phosphorylate an F-actin binding protein, SWAP-70, in B cells, 
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which regulates migration through direct interaction with Rho GTPase.31, 32 Moreover, the 

PI3K pathway, which mediates chemotaxis in Dictyostelium and mammalian cells, may 

crosstalk with the SYK signaling pathway. This possibility is supported by the fact that 

components of PI3K signaling including p85 and PIK3R1 are potential kinase substrates of 

SYK.8, 33–36 Collectively, our study suggests that SYK may interact with Rho and PI3K 

pathways to coordinately regulate actin cytoskeleton, cell polarity, and cellular movement. 

We noted that SKOV3 cells used in this study overexpress ErbB2 receptor,37 a member of 

the EGFR family. ErbB2 receptor can interact with EGFR to form functional heterodimers 

on the cell membrane and respond avidly to EGF ligand.38, 39 The EGF-stimulated motility 

and other aggressive behaviors as observed in SKOV3 cells may be attributable to their over-

expression of ErbB2.

It is well-recognized that in B lymphocytes, which highly express SYK, the SYK pathway 

drives cell motility, polarization, and entry into lymph nodes 31 upon immunoreceptor 

stimulation.40 It has also been shown that SYK inhibition redistributes the actin cytoskeleton 

in macrophages.41 Based on our studies and those reported earlier on breast, head and neck, 

nasopharyngeal, and prostate cancers,14, 15, 42, 43 the role of SYK in tumor invasion appears 

to be context and cell type-specific. In breast cancers, SYK mediated an anti-metastatic 

function as reduced SYK expression was associated with breast tumors with distant 

metastases, and its re-expression in highly malignant breast cancer cell lines was sufficient 

to suppress tumor growth, lung metastases and cell motility.42,44 In contrast, re-expression 

of SYK in a SYK-negative head and neck squamous cancer cell line stimulated chemotaxis, 

while its inhibition in head and neck squamous cancer cells with high endogenous levels of 

SYK reduced chemotaxis.14 High SYK expression was correlated with worse overall 

survival in patients with head and neck squamous carcinomas.14 The pro-metastatic function 

of SYK has also been implicated in prostate cancer, where SYK kinase promoted metastatic 

dissemination in animal models of prostate cancers.43 In Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) positive 

nasopharyngeal carcinomas, SYK was shown to be a substrate of an EBV viral protein, 

Latent Membrane Protein 2A (LMP2A), which induces constitutive activation of SYK and 

stimulates cell migration, and in the meantime, accelerates its protein turnover rate.15

The double edge sword of SYK function, being anti-metastatic in breast cancer while pro-

invasive in ovarian cancer, head and neck, nasopharyngeal, and prostate cancers indicate the 

cell type-specific and context-dependent functional roles of SYK. The biphasic actions could 

be explained by unique intracellular adaptor molecules and substrates of SYK, as well as 

expression of specific cell surface receptors that trigger SYK signaling in different types of 

human carcinomas. It is worth noting that SYK has been found to be associated with EGFR 

in breast cancer, squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck, as well as in ovarian cancer; 

however, its relationship with EGFR signaling appears to be contradictory. In breast 

epithelial cells, SYK appears to act as a negative regulator of EGFR signaling,45 while in 

head and neck carcinoma 14 and in our current study of ovarian carcinoma, SYK acts a 

positive mediator of EGFR signaling, which potently stimulates motility and invasion of 

these two types of tumors. Since EGFR signaling plays a major regulatory role in tumor cell 

migration and invasion, the seemingly contradicting behaviors of SYK in different 

carcinomas may relate to variation in its crosstalk with EGFR. This line of observation 
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highlights the importance of future studies to evaluate crosstalk between EGFR and SYK 

signaling pathways in ovarian cancers.

We propose that SYK could serve as a potential molecular target for therapy because 

inactivation of SYK by small compound inhibitors simultaneously inhibits several signaling 

pathways critical for cancer cell migration and invasion. Our previous studies showed that 

SYK is upregulated in post-chemotherapy recurrent ovarian high-grade serous and clear cell 

carcinomas compared to primary tumors, and that SYK inhibition sensitizes paclitaxel 

cytotoxicity.8 Ovarian high-grade serous carcinoma and clear cell carcinoma are the two 

most aggressive types of ovarian cancer, and both are associated with poor prognosis.46 A 

more effective therapy is needed to delay tumor progression in patients with advanced 

disease. Currently, there are two SYK inhibitors, Fostamatinib (prodrug of R406) and 

Entospletinib (GS-9973), with favorable safety profiles in clinical trials for rheumatoid 

arthritis, non-Hodgkin lymphoma and chronic lymphocytic leukemia patients.18–21, 47 Our 

data suggest that SYK kinase is a potential therapeutic target in ovarian cancer to reduce 

disease invasiveness. Repurposing these clinical-grade SYK inhibitors maybe useful in 

treating advanced malignancies where SYK signaling have been shown to promote cancer 

cell motility and invasion.

Materials and Methods

Cell lines and cell culture

Our previous study, which characterized total SYK expression levels using immunoblotting, 

identified several ovarian cancer cell lines with detectable total SYK expression. SKOV3 

was obtained from the American Tissue Culture Center (Rockville, MD, USA). The MPSC1 

cell line was previously described.48 OVISE was obtained from the Japanese Health Science 

Research Resources Bank (Osaka, Japan). All cell lines were cultured in RPMI-1640 

medium supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. 

SKOV3 cells expressing SYK (active mutant 130E) under the Tetracycline-Off (Tet-Off) 

inducible system were generated as previously described.8 The short tandem repeat (STR) 

DNA profiling of SKOV3 and OVISE cell lines were confirmed against Cellosaurus ExPASy 

database. SKOV3TR, MPSC1TR, SKOV3 SYK130E, and OVISE SYKKO were authenticated 

as isogenic to their respective parental cell lines using STR DNA analyses. SKOV3 

SYK130E, OVISE SYKWT, and OVISE SYKKO were tested negative for mycoplasma. The 

inducible cells were maintained in the presence of 1–2 μg/mL doxycycline to maintain the 

off condition preventing SYK expression. Doxycycline was removed from the medium to 

activate SYK expression as necessary.

Immunoblotting and Generation of SYK knockout OVISE cells

Equal amounts of protein preparations (15–30 μg of total cell lysate, and cytosolic, nuclear, 

and/or other fractions) were resolved on SDS-PAGE. The antibodies used include: anti-SYK 

(Abcam, Cambridge, United Kingdom, #ab3113), anti-pCTTN (Y421) (Millipore, 

#AB3852), anti-cortactin (Cell Signaling Technology, #3503), anti-pSYK (Y525/526) (Cell 

Signaling Technology, #2710), anti-cofilin (Abcam, #ab11062), anti-GFP (Clontech, 

#632375), anti-GAPDH (Sigma-Aldrich, St, Louis, MO, USA, #G9545), anti-mouse HRP 
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(Jackson Immuno Research, West Grove, PA, USA, #715-035-150), and anti-rabbit HRP 

(Jackson Immuno Research, #711-035-152). GAPDH was used as a loading control. The 

pSpCas9n(BB)-2A-Puro (PX462) CRISPR/Cas9 vector from Addgene (plasmid no. 48141) 

was used in this study. Cloning was performed using a pair of CRISPR single-guide RNA 

(sgRNA) specifically targeting exon 2 of SYK; top strand-nicking sgRNA 

(CGGACAGGGCGAAGCCACCC) and bottom strand-nicking sgRNA 

(CACACCACTACACCATCGAG) were designed and cloned as previously described.49 

OVISE cells were transfected using Lipofectamine® 3000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and 

positive cells were selected in the presence of 2 μg/ml puromycin. Single cell clones were 

isolated and screened for Cas9 expression. The SYK knock-out was verified by 

immunoblotting. Early passage (less than 3) knockout cells were used for experiments.

Cell Migration and xCELLigence Cell invasion Assays

Both parental SKOV3 and Tet-off inducible SKOV3 cells were re-suspended at 3 × 105 

cells/100 μl and seeded onto chemotaxis μ-slides coated with collagen IV (Ibidi GmbH, 

Munich, Germany). The slide chamber was then flushed with serum-free medium, and the 

reservoirs on one side were filled with serum-free medium and on the other side with serum-

free medium containing EGF (100 ng/mL). Live-cell imaging was performed using a Nikon 

Eclipse TE300 microscope (Nikon, Melville, NY, USA). Data were captured using a 

Hamamatsu ORCA-ER camera running SimplePCI automated image capture software 

(Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan). Cells were imaged at regular intervals (10 min) 

at 10× magnification for up to 24 h. Cell migration was manually tracked using CellTracker 

software and analyzed using ImageJ ‘Chemotaxis and Migration Tool’ plug-in. At least 30 

cells that did not undergo division during the experiment were tracked per sample for 

adequate statistical analysis. Trajectory plots and various chemotactic responses were 

measured.

Chemotactic cell invasion was determined using the xCELLigence system (ACEA 

Biosciences, San Diego, CA, USA). For invasion studies, CIM-plate 16 were pre-coated 

using growth factor reduced Matrigel (800 μg/mL), medium containing EGF (25 ng/mL) 

was added to the lower chambers, and SKOV3 Tet-off inducible cells (30,000 cells/well in 

1% FBS containing medium) were seeded in the upper inserts. Cells were serum starved for 

10 h prior to the experiment. In the R406-treated group, cells were pre-treated with the 

inhibitor (1 μM) for 10 h. The xCELLigence system detects changes in impedance over time 

as the cells migrate to the electrode arrays on the bottom side of the upper chamber. Real-

time cell invasion was monitored every 10 min for 60 h. Each sample was assayed in three 

or more replicates and repeated a minimum of three times to ensure reproducible trends 

were observed. A cell index of invasion was calculated using RTCA Software Package 1.2.

In vitro kinase assay and ADP-Glo kinase assay

SYK (Sigma-Aldrich, #S6448), cortactin (Abcam, Cambridge, United Kingdom, 

#ab131824), and cofilin (Abcam, #ab95396) recombinant proteins were phosphorylated in 

protein kinase buffer (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) with 100 μM ATP. The 

reactions were incubated at 37°C for 1 h, and the products were separated on SDS-PAGE 

gels. To estimate the amount of ADP produced in the kinase reactions, ADP-Glo Kinase 
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assay (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) was used according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Luminescence generated by reactions performed in the absence of SYK were subtracted to 

eliminate any signal from background auto-phosphorylation of proteins.

3D double-layered tumor spheroid (3DLTS) invasion

A 3DLTS was made by mixing 10,000 cancer cells with 0.5 μl Matrigel (Corning, Bedford, 

MA, USA). The mixture was dropped into a spherical mold and incubated at 37°C for 30 

minutes to allow gelation. The mixture was then harvested in fresh medium, and type I 

collagen solution (5 μl, Corning) was added to fully cover the Matrigel sphere containing 

cells. This mixture was then dropped into a spherical mold at 37°C for 1 hour to allow 

gelation of the type I collagen. The 3D double-layered tumor spheroid (3DLTS) was then 

harvested. A single 3DLTS was cultured as a suspension in a well, and time-lapse images 

were collected every day for 1 week using a Nikon TE2000 microscope (Nikon) equipped 

with a Cascade 1K CCD camera (Roper Scientific, Tucson, AZ, USA). To assess changes in 

cell numbers, the PrestoBlue assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was applied to the 3DLTS 

every 3 days. To quantify cell invasion, the 3DLTS was fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and 

incubated with Hoechst33342 (1:2000, room temperature for 10 min; Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) and then processed for microscopic examination. Fluorescence images of the 

stained 3DLTS were acquired using a Nikon TE2000 microscope. Stained nuclei of cells 

from the inner sphere that had invaded were counted using ImageJ. Each sample was 

assayed in three or more replicates.

High-throughput cell-imaging platform (htCIP) immunostaining and fluorescence 
microscopy

Approximately 12,000 cells were plated in each well of a 24-well plate (MatTek, Ashland, 

MA, USA). After 24 h incubation, cells were fixed with 4% para-formaldehyde, 

permeabilized with Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich), and blocked for nonspecific binding with 

5% goat serum. Nuclear DNA was stained with DAPI, and actin was stained with either 

phalloidin Alexa Fluor 488 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or Acti-stain 555 (Cytoskeleton Inc., 

Denver, CO, USA). For each sample, fluorescently labeled cells in seventy-two (8-by-9 

square grid) fields of view from a low-magnification lens (10× Plan Fluor lens; N.A. 0.3, 

Nikon) with a CCD (Hamamatsu OCAR-ER) on a Nikon NI microscope covering a 

contiguous area of approximately 6.0 mm × 5.0 mm (30.0 mm2) were analyzed. DAPI 

(nucleus) or phalloidin (F-actin) fluorescence was recorded to obtain morphometric 

information about the nucleus and cellular body of each cell within the scanning region. 

Segmentation of nuclear and cellular shape from images was conducted using a custom 

MATLAB code. At least 500 – 2500 cells/sample were analyzed for statistical analysis.

Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) Microscopy

Serum starved cells were infected with LifeAct-RFP and seeded at a low density on glass 

bottom plates. Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy was carried out 

using a Nikon Eclipse TiE microscope illuminated by an Ar laser (GFP) and a diode laser 

(RFP). Images were acquired on a Photometrics Evolve EMCCD camera controlled by 

Nikon NIS-Elements. Actin dynamics were recorded at 30 sec per frame for 20 min. EGF 

(100 ng/mL) was added at the 5 min time point. To quantitatively measure actin protrusion 
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dynamics, we calculated the expanding regions of actin signal changes relative to the initial 

area for each time frame. At least 25 – 50 different fields, each containing a minimum of one 

cell/field were recorded per sample for adequate statistical analysis. The mean areas were 

measured after converting the images to binary format using ImageJ software.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 

Expression of active SYK increases directed migration toward increasing EGF. A–C. 

Trajectories of SKOV3 cells seeded into EGF gradients on chemotaxis microscope slides. A. 

(left) Migration in the absence of active SYK130E (+Dox). (right) Migration in the presence 

of constitutively active SYK130E mutant (−Dox). B. Scatter plot quantitation of EGF-

directed cell movement. C. Scatter plot quantitation of xFMI (x-axis Forward Migration 

Index). D. Trajectories of SKOV3 cells in EGF gradients in the presence of solvent (DMSO) 

control (left) or in the presence of SYK inhibitor (R406) (right). E. Scatter plot quantitation 

of R406 effects on the velocity of cell movement. Results are shown as mean ± SEM. 

Statistical evaluation were performed using two-tailed Mann-Whitney test.
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Figure 2. 

Real-time invasion measurement of SKOV3 cells expressing SYK130E active mutant under a 

Tet-off inducible system using xCELLigence cell impedance assay. A. SYK130E mutant 

expressing cells (−Dox) and non-expressing cells (+Dox) were studied. EGF (25 ng/mL) 

was used as a chemoattractant in the lower chamber. Cells were serum starved prior to the 

experiment. Cell index data were set to read at 10 minute intervals over the course of 60 h. 

Plots represent data collected at one-hour time points. B. Similar experiments were 

performed under treatment with R406 (1 μM); all conditions in this plot had EGF in the 

lower chamber. Results are shown as mean ± SEM. **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 as determined by 

one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison post-test by comparing two groups 

over time. C. In vitro kinase assay using recombinant active SYK and cortactin (CTTN) in 

the presence or absence of ATP. Following kinase reactions, proteins were 

immunoprecipitated using an anti-CTTN antibody, and were analyzed by Western blot 

probed with an antibody specific for phosphotyrosine (pTyr). Total CTTN was included as a 

loading control. D. In vitro kinase reactions as in (C) performed using recombinant active 

SYK and cofilin-1 (CFL1) proteins. E–F. ADP-Glo kinase assay to quantify ADP 
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production in the in vitro kinase reactions by active recombinant SYK with CTTN or CFL1 

proteins. Results are shown as mean ± SEM.
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Figure 3. 

Involvement of cortactin in SYK-mediated invasion. A. Phosphorylation of CTTN (Y421) in 

a panel of ovarian cancer cell lines (SKOV3, SKOV3TR, KK, and OVISE) after incubation 

with SYK inhibitors R406, ENTO (Entospletinib), or GS9876 (all at 700 nM) for 24 h. 

GAPDH is used a loading control. B. Western blot analysis of pCTTN (Y421) expression in 

SKOV3 cells expressing SYK130E active mutant (−Dox). C. Western blot analysis of 

SKOV3 SYK130E cells transfected with control siRNA (siCon), CTTN siRNAs (siCTTN#5 

or siCTTN#6), or CFL1 siRNA (siCFL1). D–F. Real-time invasion measurement of siRNA 

transfected SKOV3 SYK130E cells with EGF in the lower chamber. Results are shown as 

mean ± SEM. *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 as determined by one-way ANOVA with 

Bonferroni’s multiple comparison post-test by comparing two groups over time.
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Figure 4. 

R406 reduces tumor cell invasion in a 3D spheroid invasion assay. A and B. Representative 

images of SKOV3 (A) and OVISE (B) tumor spheroids treated with vehicle (DMSO) or 

R406 at the indicated concentrations. C. The quantitation of invading SKOV3 cells. Cells 

were stained using Hoechst33342 and analyzed using ImageJ software. D. Similar analysis 

for invading cells performed with OVISE spheroids. E and F. Cell viability determined by 

PrestoBlue to determine the effect of R406 on proliferation of SKOV3 (E) and OVISE (F) 

cells in spheroids. Results are shown as mean ± SD. ***p<0.001 as determined by one-way 

ANOVA.
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Figure 5. 

SYK modulation affects cortical F-actin intensity. A. Confocal images of 

immunofluorescence staining in OVISE SYKWT cells (one representative field) and OVISE 

SYKKO cells (two representative fields). Red fluorescence: F-actin stained with phalloidin; 

blue fluorescence: DAPI (nuclei); green fluorescence: pSYK(Y525/526). B. SKOV3 cells 

expressing SYK130E active mutant (−Dox). Two representative fields are shown for each 

condition. C. SYK knockdown reduces overall F-actin intensity in cells. F-actin 

fluorescence signal was determined in SYKWT and SYKKO OVISE cells. Results are shown 

as mean ± SEM. *** p<0.001 as determined using two-tailed Mann-Whitney test. D. Effect 

on F-actin intensity of SYK inactivation by inhibitors ENTO (Entospletinib) or R406 (both 

at 700 nM) for 24 h in MPSC1TR cells. E. Representative F-actin fluorescence images from 

SKOV3 cells expressing SYK130E active mutant (−Dox). F. Effect of ectopic expression of 

active SYK (−Dox) on F-actin intensity in serum free medium. F-actin intensity per cell was 

measured using a high-throughput cell-imaging platform (htCIP). Results are shown as mean 

± SEM. ***p<0.001 as determined by one-way ANOVA followed by Dunn’s multiple 

comparison post hoc test.
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Figure 6. 

SYK activity affects EGF-induced actin protrusion dynamics examined by TIRF 

microscopy. A. OVISE SYKWT and SYKKO cells were infected with LifeAct-RFP and 

serum starved overnight prior to imaging by TIRF microscopy. Cells were imaged at 30 sec 

intervals over a 25 min time period (Video S1–3). Cells were stimulated with 100 ng/ml 

EGF at the 5 min time point. Quantitative data on cell surface area variation (as determined 

from the actin-RFP signal) observed with EGF stimulation are shown relative to the original 

unstimulated cell surface prior to addition of EGF. To measure SYK inhibition, OVISE 

SYKWT cells were treated with R406 (700 nM) for 24 h prior to the experiment. B. SKOV3 

cells expressing SYK130E active mutant (−Dox) were imaged under TIRF microscopy using 

similar conditions as in (A) (Video S4–6). C. Representative images of actin protrusion by 

SKOV3 SYK130E non-induced (+Dox) and induced (−Dox) cells. D. SKOV3 cells 

expressing SYK130E were transfected with either control siRNA (siCon) or siRNAs for 

CTTN (siCTTN) and were treated and imaged as in panels A and B. Results are shown as 

mean ± SEM. ***p<0.001 as determined by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple 

comparison post-test by comparing two groups over time.
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